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President’s Message

Mike Daum

My 13 year old Kaila came to me the other day and asked if  I
thought she should take “woodshop” as an elective course in
her freshman year of  High school. I asked her if  she was

interested in woodworking, to which she replied “Well, I know you
can help me get a good grade”. I advised her to take the course - not
because she’ll get an easy “A”, but because it will be one of  the few
experiences in her education where she will create something with her
hands using a material with natural beauty. Her retort was “OK, what-
ever Daddy”. 

This interaction makes me reflect on just how many potential career
paths and artistic expressions in the woodworking field have never
been awakened in our young people because of  the lack of  opportu-
nity and encouragement. Most of  us are woodworkers because we
enjoy the craft. Only a few are bound to it in necessity - “how else can
I afford to furnish my house?”, or “it pays the bills”. I am extremely
grateful that the school district that my kids grew up in have kept their
woodshop program. It is always comforting to know that the discov-
ery and nurturing of  working with one’s hands at an early age just may
produce artisans, instead of  digital age surfers. And even if  the inter-
est does not sustain, at least there is exposure. Why not invite a young
relative of  yours into the shop some time? 

Plans are underway for the Northeast Woodworkers Association
(NWA) Showcase 2011 bus ride on Saturday March 26th. We will meet
at 6 am at the LIE Park and Ride at exit 49N. The total cost for the
trip will be announced at the Feburary 2nd general meeting, It will
include the bus ride, admission to the show, AND included dinner at
Doug Plotke’s Barn /shop. Expect to pay $50 - $65 per person, which
is very reasonable considering dinner alone typically costs an average
of  $25 to $30 at the usual TGIF restaurant stop. Thanks to Jim Heick,
Joe Bottigliere, and Doug Plotke for their efforts in the planning of
this trip. Sign up will continue at the Feb meeting.

Our own Show Committee is missing a chair or two. Although you
can’t make them, you can be one. The future of  Show 2011 is depen-
dent on a sturdy chair. May I have one please?
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We seriously have a need for a new show
chairperson (or people). Most of  the

groundwork has been done already, but if
we don’t have a show chair, we don’t have a

show. So we really need someone 
to come forward. 
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With the absence of  our President, Mike Daum,
who is recovering from elective surgery (get bet-
ter Mike), Vice President and well known seller

of  woodworking goodies, Bob Urso, opened our first
meeting of  the year a bit after 7:00 PM.  To say the least,
this meeting was......hmmmm......how shall I say it.....excit-
ing?  It was our Round Robin Meeting, and like always
everyone was milling around.  Members were at their work
“stations” ready for demonstrating, some were renewing
their dues (or signing up as new members), some were
talking.......and it was necessary for more than one of  our
“whistle blowers” to bring the din of  noise down so Bob
could be heard.

Bob spoke of  the Saratoga Show on March 26 and
27.  The cost was tentatively set at $40.00 per person (but
is still subject to change), and after the show the bus would
take everyone back to Doug Plotke’s new Barn for a
catered dinner.  A list was started for the trip.

Welcome to Graham Glynn a potential member who was
joining us tonight.  In addition, there were a number of
members for the “other” carving club, the Suffolk County
Woodcarvers Guild, who visit us at our yearly January
Round Robins.  We are so glad they enjoy this meeting!

There was a Treasurer’s report from Mike Luciano that all
was well in the financial land, and the Membership Report
was passed over because Joe Bottigliere had his hands full
of  application paperwork..  Steve Blakley spoke of  the
Woodrack and that it would be out shortly and it would be
a 28 page version.  This version of  the Woodrack is a com-
bination of  the December and January Woodrack, and will
feature the 2010 November Show.

Steve also spoke about the new vendor who would be
putting our club logo on any apparel you already
own.  The cost is $10.00 for the logo and if  you want your
name on it, the cost will be an additional $4.00.  Business
cards for this vender were available for those interested.  If
you cannot make it to the vendor’s shop, bring your appar-
el in and Steve will transport it there and back to the next
meeting.

The raffle was held and some nice prizes were given out to
the winners

It was now time for the demonstrations to begin.....among
others, Frank Napoli; Alain Tiercy; Matt Stern and Melissa
Bishop were all on hand to demonstrate and talk about
their chosen field of  woodworking.

Secretary’s Report

Steve Blakley

The Gallery

Bob Schendorf

As I continue to plan and make preparations for
our gallery, I keep trying to define the criteria
for which a piece will be accepted. The former

civil servant in me says; “Let the board figure it out.”
The Zen filled renaissance man in me (I spend way too
much time by myself  in the shop) is looking for a deep-
er answer. Fortunately, I’m not so deep as to lose a fin-
ger during all my introspection, but I keep coming back
to two words; integrity and diversity. If  left to me that
would be the sole criteria. 

I was talking to a member last week who, to quote Joey
Botts is; “….someone we all know and love.” (Really Joe?
Is he a friend of  “ours”?) and happens to restore furni-
ture. He is one of  our resident masters, and asked if  I
would want to show a couple of  antique pieces that he
had restored and for one reason or another, had lying
around. Of  course I said I would.  After the conversa-
tion I went back to building (or quite possibly re-building)
the current entertainment unit I’m working on. That’s
when Zen Filled Renaissance Man (here after referred to
as; ZFRM) popped into my head and said; “But wait,
you don’t deal in second hand furniture, your phone
message even says so”.  Let me explain, due to an errant
telephone listing (Big shout out to Kumar over at
Cablevision!), someplace I am listed under “furniture
bought and sold”, and have received many calls over the
years , especially during the recession with offers to sell
me “Mom’s stuff…..and she only bought good stuff…”.
And from what little I know about the antiques busi-
ness, is that it’s a sewer and reputable, knowledge people
are few and far between.

That’s when ZFRM had a small epiphany (or possibly a
mini stroke).  This friend of  ours approaches his work
with the as much, if  not more work ethic, principle and
skill as anyone I know. There is a rock solid integrity in
his work that is deserving of  any compliments or praise
that we would give any of  our wood working stars.

We work in a medium that has a finite number of  forms.
Even Sam Maloof, who as we all know, revolutionized

continued on page 4
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the rocking chair, had to use two rockers, two arms, a seat
and a back. There is no getting away from it.  None of
us is going to re-invent the mouse trap; the best we can
do is put our personal spin on it and hope it appeals to
somebody. We are all inspired by work done by others,
and should pay homage to them by building pieces that
are our own.

I believe we want to offer our best work. I won’t put con-
straints on construction methods, so use your own judg-
ment. For example, screws are not necessarily taboo, but
their use should be with discretion. Even Maloof  was
not against the use of  screws; essentially, if  it’s the joint
that makes the most sense, use it.

Diversity: My wife and I enjoy going to the Fine
Furnishings Show at Providence.  My first year I was star
struck. These were the guys I read about in Fine
Woodworking. By our second or third trip I asked her if
what her impressions were. Her feelings were an exact
reflection of  mine. Although every piece was brilliantly
built and the designs were great, aisle after aisle of  oil
rubbed maple, cherry and walnut, in every possible com-
bination, made the whole show look anemic. When we
got to the last aisle, last time, there was a guy who actu-
ally used stain! I was so thrilled to see some color I had
to stop and thank him. (I’m sure that made his day.) Last
year we went to Philadelphia and were very pleasantly
surprised with the diversity. The point being is that style
is an individual thing. I have clients who pay me good
money for painted pieces. 

I think what I am trying to say, is that regardless of  what
discipline or disciplines  you work, whether it’s building
furniture, turning, carving, scroll sawing, intarsia, etc ,
your work has a place to be seen. I would love to see
some beautiful inlaid pieces next to some colorful whim-
sical pieces. I would really love to get some musical
instruments as well. The greater the variety of  merchan-
dise, the wider the appeal. Let me reiterate from last
month, for the need of  seasonal and other impulse buy
type items.

Reading last month’s issue of  the Woodrack reminded
me how impressed I get every year when I walk into our
show and view our collective body of  work. It’s always
chock full of  integrity and diversity. So whether your per-
sonal ZFRM is afflicted with a Napoleon Complex
which drives you to build fourteen  foot entertainment
centers , or your ZFRM is secure enough to allow you to

create something that’s easily carried up and down that
darn hill at OBVR, I encourage everyone to seriously
consider putting a piece in the gallery.

Promotion. As they say, the best advertisement is a good
sign. And mine is pretty visible. I think a banner in each
of  two windows would be a great idea. Two feet by six
and eight feet should do nicely. Anybody know a guy?

I’ve had a very generous offer by one of  the local week-
ly papers which I will probably take advantage of  to
advertise the gallery. 

I’m sure there will be a formal grand opening celebra-
tion. I intend to invite all of  my clients as well as my
designers and their clients. 

Also, anyone familiar with Huntington knows there are
several big days a year in Town. St. Patrick’s Day is cele-
brated on the second Sunday in March and the parade
starts right outside my door. If  the gallery is up and run-
ning by then I will host a parade party at the shop. Fall
Fest is the week before “Oyster Fest” and all weekend
people are bused from the station, south of  me, into
town, north of  me. It would be a good weekend to be
open and have some balloons or something out front to
attract attention. And of  course one of  the best drivers
will be word of  mouth. So everyone you tell or email
about our gallery is a potential client.

This month I’m going to something different. I’m going
to include my contact information.

Bob Schendorf  Woodworking, LLC 
330 Nassau Rd. Huntington Station, NY
11746,631-470-7507.   Email; schendorf@aol.com
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Turners’ Guild

Mike Josiah

The October turners meeting took place on
October 10thth led by Bob Urso.

The Nomination committee for the elections was cho-
sen. Ed and Joe volunteered. 

There were a few items for show and tell this month.
Charlie brought in a nice lidded box made from Locust
with a mahogany insert. Mike J brought in a deep spalt-
ed maple bowl and a shallow red maple crotch bowl..

This month’s meeting was on platters and was presented
by Steve Fulgoni.  Steve demonstrated the basics, and
with 3 lathes running everyone who wanted to had a
change to try turning one. It was a fun demonstra-
tion/hands on meeting. 

Next Month Ornaments!

LISA News

Jean Piotrowski

The Long Island Scroll Saw Association held the
December Meeting on Thursday, December
16th at the Brush Barn.

We held a brief  meeting to discuss upcoming topics for
the new year.  Rolf  will once again be president of  the
club and he has requested ideas and demonstrators for
future meetings.

There were several pieces for show & tell, however, I
have no recollection of  what they were.  

However, Ed Piotrowski did take the opportunity to
show off  his new grandson, Dylan, who was visiting
from Boston.

The focus of  the meeting was the annual holiday party
which is provided by the club.  Members contributed
various goodies and a great time was had by all.  

We had an ornament exchange, everyone cut an orna-
ment, placed it in a paper bag, and then selected a bag
from the ornament box.  This was a great opportunity
to showcase the talents of  the members.  Each orna-
ment was unique and beautifully crafted.

The next meeting will be held at the Brush Barn on
Thursday, January 20th.  The topic will be blade selec-
tion.  We will also have a discussion on tools and ideas
for the shop.  Members are encouraged to bring in any
new tools.

To the left is baby Dylan. It was
passed unanimously by the

Editorial Board (which is me
[Daryl] by the way), that everyone
who sees Ed at the February meet-

ing as to go, “Awww.” 
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TURNERS’ GUILD

PHOTOS
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THE NEW FINISHERS COMMANDMENTS

I – I shall always protect myself  at all times.
Safety, and my health must always come first; I must always wear my personal protective gear whenever I am
working in the shop.

II –I shall always read and carefully follow all safety instructions.
I must always read the products labels and directives on how they should be used, I must fully understand how to
safely operate all the power tools and machinery, and I also must recognize the dangers that they may create.

III – I shall always start out with clean, well-sanded woods that are dust free.
I will always inspect the woods before they are to be finished for all kinds of  defects such as roughness, scratches,
voids, and all indentations. I will always correct all imperfections in the woods before I begin my finishing.

IV – I shall always begin by making up complete start to finish test samples.
I will use the same woods as I use on my projects to make up my samples. The completed samples will show me
how my finishes will look when my work is completed. It will also allow me to make adjustments if  they are need-
ed.

V – I shall be positive that all my finishing materials are compatible with each other.
I shall use my complete start to finish samples to make certain that all my materials are compatible. 

VI- I shall always shake or thoroughly mix my finishing materials before using.
I will always keep my sealers, clear coats, stains, glazes, toners, and shading stains well mixed. I shall first mix and
then strain all liquids before using them for my finishing.

VII – I shall always keep my containers closed and sealed when not in use.
I know that evaporation and oxidation will reduce and harden my chemicals, also humidity and moisture can cont-
aminate your materials if  left open for extended times.

VIII-I shall always allow each one of  the finishing materials to completely dry.
I must learn to be more patient and to allow the materials to dry before I attempt to apply the next step in the fin-
ishing process. Most finishing problems are caused by not allowing the materials to completely dry.

IX – I shall always save my formula and the dates of  my materials.
I shall save my start to finish samples, I will write the formula and the finishing schedule I used on the back of  the
samples. I shall also write the dates that I purchased on my finishing materials on the containers. Rotate your
inventory; store all your flammable materials in metal storage cabinets.

X- I shall always keep my shop clean, and my equipment in good working condition.
It is difficult to get a clean smooth finish in a dirty shop. Dust and other contaminants can ruin the best work
even by the best finisher. You must routinely clean your shop and equipment, and always remember your safety
and your health always come first.

Mac Simmons is a freelance writer, and a 50-year veteran of the furniture finishing, refinishing and restoration trades. Mac
has written and had published over one hundred finishing articles for several woodworking magazines in the USA, United
Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and Germany.

Mac now has two finishing E-Books available on CD’s, the price is  $29.95 for each one of the CD’s, this includes the P&H.
you can mail your check to Mac Simmons PO Box 121 Massapequa, N.Y. 11758. You can also order the CD’s by going to his
web site. www.macsimmons.com and ordering through PAY PAL.
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Unless you have read, or were told about the actual dan-
ger in some woods, chances are you probably never gave
it one thought. Well, you’re certainly not alone, because a
good number of  woodworkers and finishers don’t know
about the dangers that do exist in the some woods. It’s a
known fact that most woodworkers only find out about
the toxins, irritants, and sensitizers in many woods after
they, or someone that they know has had a minor or
major reaction while handling or working with certain
species of  woods.

My main objective for writing this article about the dan-
gers in the woods, is not to alarm you, but to alert you
and to make you more aware of  the risks involved when-
ever you are handling, cutting, turning, scrolling, sanding,
routing, and assembling your woods.

There are many articles written about the hazardous
chemicals used in the finishing process of  woods. These
needed articles tell you about all the problems of  work-
ing with these dangerous chemicals. Many of  the health
conditions allegedly caused by the chemicals might have
the same reactions caused by some woods. It is very easy
to blame the chemicals when, in fact, it may have been
the woods that you were working or handled that may be
causing the illnesses, reactions, and conditions.

Adverse effects may occur to you the first time you work
with certain wood; in other cases the reaction may not
occur until after longer exposures. The reaction may be
very subtle, and you may not even be aware of  the reac-
tion happening. In some cases the body will build up its
own defenses and the reactions may not be as severe. In
other cases, it maybe a fast build up or a slow accumula-
tive amount of  toxins that will exceed the body’s thresh-
old which will cause the severe and dangerous toxic reac-
tions. (See the toxic wood list) While some woodworkers
may work with woods and never have any reactions,
while others may have a reaction from just touching the
same species of  wood for first time. Reactions can hap-
pen from inhaling the sawdust or from the sawdust set-
tling on your skin.

SOFT, HARD, AND EXOTIC WOODS

When one considers the differences between the soft-
woods, hardwoods, and the exotic woods, the sawdust
from the hardwoods and especially the exotic species, are
sensitizes and can cause acute allergic skin reactions, eye
inflammation, hay fever, asthma, coughing, and respira-
tory diseases. Highly toxic species including the giant
sequoia, hemlock, yews, cypress, cork oak and other
oaks, beech, rosewoods, some maples, redwoods, and
western red cedar woods.The softwoods do not cause a
high frequency of  skin or respiratory problems, although
there are some individuals who will develop allergic reac-
tions to various softwoods. The causes of  the reactions
maybe coming from  the wood, sawdust, leaves, or the
bark of  the trees. Additional care must be taken when
the sap is present in most green woods, as they can cause
skin allergies and irritations from direct contact.

REACTIONS

The minor or major reactions to certain woods can
include pneumonitis alveolotis (hypersensitivity pneumo-
nia); permanent scarring of  the lungs (fibrosis), saliva-
tion, thirst, giddiness, nausea, dizziness, irregular heart-
beats, skin rashes, eye and respiratory system problems,
cardiac conditions, and malaise. Test and studies are still
“on going”, linking wood dust with nasal cancer and
many other negative health conditions.
The toxic chart shows some woods that have toxins, sen-
sitizers, and irritants. This list of  toxic woods is not
intended to stop you from using any of  these species of
woods; it is only to inform and alert you to the risk of
working these woods, and so you can take the proper
precautions. Caution and care must be taken when work-
ing with plywood, composition board or other materials
that contain chemicals like urea-formaldehyde, phenol-
formaldehyde resin glues, and wood preservatives like
the CCA(Chromate/Copper/Arsenate), creosote, zinc,
copper napthenate and other chemically treated woods
including the interior and exterior fire retardant treated
woods.

IT’S ALL ABOUT PREVENTION

Being aware of  the potential dangers in the woods and
taking the steps toward reducing your risks should be
your final goal to good health.
Its all starts with learning to respect the woods you may
work, and then always wear the “personal protective
gear”, that is the key to protecting yourself  against the

Is there danger in the
woods you’re working?

Mac Simmons

continued on bottom of next page
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dangers in the woods your working.Starts with a head covering, like a soft baseball cap, for your eyes, use protective
glasses or goggles, and a clear facemask, whenever they are needed. Be sure to use a good dust mask or a respirator
that has been approved by NIOSHA (National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health). You should wear a
work jacket or shop coat to protect your body and arms, and a pair of  gloves to protect your hands. A good dust
collection system suited for your workshop can be a good investment towards your good health. Your protective gear
should be worn whenever you are emptying the sawdust from your saws, sanders, lathes, joiners, and collectors.
Always wash your hands after working with, or handling any woods. Counsel other fellow woodworkers about the
dangers in the woods whenever you are teaching your craft to those new to woodworking. As always, you start with
safety, and then begin discussing how they can protect themselves against the potential risk from certain woods that
can affect their good health in the future. Teach them to have the same respect for the woods that they work, as they
do for the power tools, and the hazardous chemicals that they use in their shops. Cut out the list of  toxic woods, as
a reference and reminder, and hang it up in your shop.

Is there danger in the woods you’re working (concluded)

From our semi-Annual January round robin meeting. We hold two round robins a year, January and July, and we
encourage all members to show off  a particular skill  that you think other members might like to learn from. It can
be anything from tool maintenance to carving (as shown above), to veneering, planing, sawing, sharpening, scraping,
turning, gluing, finishing, or anything else that might be even peripherally related to wood working. 
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A special thanks to Mr. Petr Hovacek. of  Mendel University in Free Czechoslovakia for giving me permission to use
this toxicity chart.     Mac Simmons
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Dateline: Wednesday January 19, 201.1 I check the
time on my phone. OK,12:43 pm. I am careful
not to step off  of  my grungy workboots as I bal-

ance to slip off  my workpants and fold them up in the
stall, replacing them with clean jeans pulled from my
backpack. The sound of  toilets flush all around me, and
the grateful sighs of  relief  from the homeless guy who
moments ago was banging on the stall next to mine, beg-
ging for the throne.  You just gotta smile. It’s Penn
Station after all.

“I’ve got time. I can make it by one”. Quickly I exchange
my layers of  dust-laden work shirts for a crisp, red dress
shirt, slip on my good shoes and stuff  the remains back
in the bag. Ready. Out I go, feeling like a secret agent
who just changed disguises. I’m now at a fast pace tot-
ing my everpresent water bottle and a small suitcase with
the carefully packed box. As I hustle to the studio I think
that the plan worked out pretty well; my shoddy appear-
ance on the LIRR ride from Ronkonkoma kept my adja-
cent seat clear of  wary passengers, allowing me to sleep
comfortably after a vigorous early morning of  work in
the shop. Didn’t need to change there after all. 

I’m at 26th street in 10 minutes. I greet the receptionist
and move through security. What a trusting soul. He
knows I’m a woodworker. Production assistant Sarah
Boroski escorts me through the halls to the dressing
room reserved for Martha’s guests today. They’re already
here! Fine Woodworking Editor Asa Christiana stands
and greets me first, and I meet John Baroody, Taunton’s
PR rep who I’ve been exchanging emails and calls with
all week. Every time we missed each others calls, one of
us were snow-shoveling. I’m introduced to Ed Pirnik, the
ace web producer for Fine Woodworking’s website. Ed,
like myself, was asked to carry in a small project for
today’s taping. The craftsmanship of  his beautifully fin-
ished inlayed humidor is outstanding. The Spanish Cedar
interior he had brought back from Cuba, as was the iron
soon to be forged into the lid pull.
They ask what I’ve brought and I unveil the Hawaiian
Curly Koa Bible Box, exhibited many times at the LIW
Shows. I explain that it’s really the only portable project
I still own, and since it was one of  the first projects I
made some 25 years ago, it holds a special place in my
heart. Hand cut dovetails, mortise and tenon lid with a
floating panel, mortised butt hinges, wooden drawer
slides - all new to me then, and incorporated in this box.
No wonder I keep it by my bedside. Do you know that
Koa is my favorite wood?

The taping is scheduled in an hour, at 2 pm. While we
wait, our conversations range from family, working expe-
riences, and of  course woodworking. I find myself  con-
stantly complimentary of  Fine Woodworking magazine
as I speak, but sincerely meaning it. I’ve yet to find some-
one who will dispute that this publication is the definitive
magazine and website of  the hobbyist woodworker. I’m
sure that Asa and Ed are well aware of  this, but I’m very
grateful for this opportunity to express my admiration. I
later find out I’m not the only one.

“That’s not Martha”, someone says. “It’s a stand-in”.
We’re enjoying a live rehearsal of  the taping, displayed on
a large screen TV on the wall of  the dressing room.
Chips are flying in HD. Asa is escorted to the makeup
room and is miked for his interview. No one really knows
what to expect once we go out there. It doesn’t matter.
Today’s topic is devoted to woodworking; something we
all love to do. “I’m sorry we’re running late - the
rehearsals ran long and we have to cut 6 minutes out of
the segments” commented a producer. Oh well. I realize
that there’s no chance of  being included in a segment.
Not that I really expected to. I don’t mind. I’m in good
company, and enjoying this experience with them. After
all, I’ve gotten used to TV production schedules.
Countless times my daughters were acting or modeling in
commercials and episodes when they were pre-teens.
Last minute changes are rudimentary.

It’s time. We remove the stick-on guest passes from our
shirts and head out to the stage. I try to count the Emmy
statues lined up in a meeting room we pass - I note at
least ten. TV monitors everywhere. The sound stage is
close. The set is always much larger than it appears on
TV, while the studio audience is smaller than it appears.
Hmm. We take our reserved seats, front row. Ed, Asa,
and me. I sit next to a Cal State student here with a group
on tour in the city. Very friendly, studying fashion design.
She didn’t know the show’s topic beforehand. Will she

Martha and Me

Mike Daum

Mike Daum sitting with Asa Christiana (center) and 

Ed Pirnik (left) during the taping of the show. 

This photo was taken from the 

Fine Woodworking website.
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appreciate woodworking after the taping? I would ask her
after the show. As I look around the set I notice it is elo-
quently decorated, and a 3-D image of  the city brightly
transmits through the cleverly deceptive faux window
frames. Lights of  all sizes and shape dominate the ceil-
ing.

The stage managers address the audience, prompting sig-
nals for applause, and then introduces Martha Stewart.
The show is taped in segments; each requiring a shift in
stage sets and topic. Martha first introduces a select
group of  about a dozen woodworkers sitting with their
projects - most from the New York area - and briefly
questions three of  them about what they brought along.
Our host appears sincere in her interest in the projects
that range from obscure musical instruments to a simple
wall hung coat rack. Martha then segues into how impor-
tant Fine Woodworking magazine is to the woodworking
enthusiast and poses a few questions to Editor Asa. It is
an excellent Q & A session that touches subjects such as
the next generation of  woodworkers and the current tool
trend. Asa aces it. Next, actor Nick Offerman shows
how a cedar canoe paddle is fashioned. His prepared
swap-outs are impressive, as is the seemingly simple pad-
dle design that incorporates some tricky curve work.

Time for a break. Warm-up artist Joey Kola keeps the
cheers and energy going, confusing us by telling us it’s
really Friday, and bribing us by launching gifts into out-
stretched hands to keep everyone smiling. After the
break, David Lancaster, a talented turner from Maine
who trucked down his Oneway lathe to demonstrate a
bowl turning, quickly scrapes some shavings from the
spinning blank. I’m impressed that David is capable of
directing the stream of  “kindling” - as Martha calls it -
away from the food prep space. I wouldn’t expect a
recipe of  sawdust shavings to adorn one of  her cakes.
During this time, Asa is chatting with Nick Offerman
backstage at the actor’s request. It appears the two are
equally star-struck. The segment ends, and within sec-
onds a train of  show staff  armed with brooms and pails
clean up the pile of  chips. Asa returns as another break
leads to the introduction of  Martha’s brother Eric Scott,
an avid hobbyist who has created some impressive pieces
like a reproduction highboy and a Maloof-inspired rock-
er, among turnings and carvings.
It is now clear that nepotism will rule the remainder of
the episode, but woodworking is being well-represented
by Martha’s capable sibling. Eric then introduces his
mentor, Charles Brock of  Atlanta, and together they
work on the lumbar supports of  a rocker. Martha is using
a card scraper to refine the walnut piece. “I’m not a good
woodworker” she admits. One more break and the tap-
ing is nearly complete. Martha and Eric are sitting in
rockers that Eric and Charles Brock crafted, and true to
Martha’s wholesome theme, receives a gift of  a walnut
bowl from Eric - scrap left over from the rocker. Many
thanks all around, and it’s a wrap.

“We’ll be taping a website feature before you go” we are
instructed. First, questions for Martha from the studio
audience. Great! Let’s now see the impact this episode
makes on the mostly female crowd. Alas, I’m disheart-
ened to find that the two questions asked had absolutely
nothing to do with woodworking. I won’t even bother to
ask the Cal State student what she thought of  the show;
I’m reluctant to hear a response other than “I wanna
learn that!”. Those of  us who brought our projects along
are ushered to the set for a photo op with Martha. “Mike
Daum with the Long Island Woodworkers”. I thank her
as we shake hands, and manage to invite her to our Show.
She nods, but before I can utter another word she is
whisked off  by her assistants. That’s how it is. When I
meet Mr. Charles Brock walking around the set, he
politely asks about our group. This man defines southern
charm. We discuss plans to have him visit Long Island
for a presentation of  his rocker class. 

John Baroody joins us after viewing the taping from the
dressing room. After a brief  post-show chat, the Fine
Woodworking team heads out. I thank them all again for
the opportunity, particularly the absent Senior editor
Tom McKenna who referred me for participation in the
event. I stick around for another web feature; each pro-
ject is being photographed for a gallery of  pictures
for marthastewart.com. At least I will now have one way
to represent the Long Island Woodworkers for this pro-
gram.

Eric Scott keeps his rocker under a watchful eye as stage
hands move it off  of  the set. “Beautiful work”, I tell him.
“Thanks” he says. And walks away. Whatever. From the
moment I entered the building, I was escorted around. I
now find myself  awkwardly waiting for someone to lead
me back to the dressing room for my things. Nope. So
I’ll take command. I didn’t get far from the set when I
realized I took a wrong turn. No one around? OK, I’ll try
this hall. The gold glimmer of  the Emmy statues in the
empty conference room helped me to recognize the way.
Don’t think for a minute that I didn’t consider if  I
deserved one - it would just fit in my bag. I have too
much respect for forensics and video surveillance.

Having packed up again, I contemplate changing back to
my dusty work gear. If  I did, no one would offer me a
seat on the crowded afternoon LIRR. No seat, no sleep.
I’ll stick with the dapper alternative. As it turns, no one
offered one anyway. Even if  I was just on the Martha
Stewart Show.

More info can be found
at www.finewoodworking.com
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2011 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and returning this

form, along with your check in the amount of $35.00 to:

Joe Bottigliere

1238 Church Street

Bohemia, NY 11716

Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers

NAME:__________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________________

City:___________________________State:_______________ZipCode:_____________

Telephone:__________________________________________________

E Mail Address:_____________________________________________

Alternate Telephone:______________________________________

Primary woodworking interest:________________________________________________________

Other woodworking related interests:___________________________________________________

How would you rate your skill level:____________________________________________________

What would you hope to gain from the club:______________________________________________

COMMENTS, SUGESTIONS, EXPECTATIONS:
_________________________________________________________________________________

SIGS - $25 first two; $15 third; $10 fourth:

CABINETMAKERS: ____________
CARVERS: __________________
SCROLLERS: _________________
TURNERS: ___________________



LONG ISLAND WOODWORKERS

4 Pam Court
South Setauket, NY 11720

4/4 Spalted Beech lumber for sale.  Most 9” and
wider 8’ long, with great figure. http://www.right-
eouswoods.net/Beech_European_Spalted.html is
selling it for $14.20 a board foot, I am asking $7 a
bf for quantities less then 50 bf, $5.50 for quantities
over. 

Bill at wmarr@optonline.net, or 631 312 6617

Laser etched photos on wood. 

Contact Dave Schichtel at (516) 671-5964 or

www.the-wood-shop.com

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,

Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I.  School of Classical  Woodcarving &

Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;

http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

I have a live black walnut tree which is 55 inches in

circumference at one ft. above the ground  and

extends to 25 ft. to the first branch. The tree is

yours for the cutting. 

Jim Ganci at 631-271-7517 in Dix Hills

Cherry 4/4 and 8/4
Quarter Sawn Red Oak 4/4 by 14" wide

Hard Maple, Curly Maple, Assorted pieces of White
Oak, Ash, Lacewood, Honduras Mahogany
Basswood 4/4 and 12?4 12" Wide, Purple Heart,
Sequenced matched Birch Plywood 1/4" and 3/4"
Partial Sheet of 1/2 " cherry Plywood.

Craftsman bench top router table Free
Freestanding Router Table $25.00
Common White Pine Assorted width and length
Free

Chris Lee (631) 754-2456

Makita LS1013  10” Dual slide compound

saw extra blade  & Woodhaven .drop stop

system .Mint condishion Never moved

around. $295.00  

Jim Clancy 516-822-8250

A pair of new Dust collector ONE  micron fil-
ter bags 18 inch diameter one has a window
$40.00. 

Frank Kiefer (631) 331-9383

Porter Cable 7310 laminate trimmer. With
fixed base and wrenches. $50.00

Daryl Rosenblatt darylmros@gmail.com

Delta Unisaw for sale (excellent condition)

best offer.

I recently bought a new 10” Left Tilting

Unisaw and no longer need my Right Tilting

Unisaw (which is in excellent condition)

Specs:

Model 34-802 10” Right Tilting Arbor Unisaw

3 HP, 230 volt, 12.4 amp Single Phase

Model 34-897 52” Unifence system

Model 34-998 Table and Shelf (extension

table and Shelf for above)

Model 34-974 Deluxe Uniguard

“USA Made”

Howard Whitman

Home: 631-586-5815

Cell: 516-805-9651

Email: hwhitbross@gmail.com

T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e


